Chapter & Practice Specialty News

Four Byrne Alumni Charitable Foundation”, a new program for 30-year celebration of Byrne in November 2020, will provide charitable financial aid to alumnae who

Automated Process Control Systems and Safety Conference 2020

Forklift Operator Certification

International Specialty Practice Partners with Honeywell on Namestick System

Member News

ASSE Webinar Series

Nameplate Challenge: How to Create a Thriving Business or Club

Challenges to the overlay of an integrated architetcure. The presentation will highlight the potential benefits and pitfalls of the approach. The afternoon session will feature a roundtable discussion with industry experts on how to overcome these challenges and build a successful overlay of an integrated architecture.

Chapter News

Chapter News

Meet the AE51: An Interview with ASSE Board Director, Kim Schurer

Kim Schurer was interviewed about her role on the ASSE Board, as well as the impact of the pandemic on the organization and the profession. She discussed the importance of networking and mentorship, and the challenges and opportunities presented by the current climate. The interview provided insights into the future direction of ASSE and its efforts to support its members.
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